
The Danish Twin Registry is the oldest national
twin register in the world, initiated in 1954, and,

by the end of 2005, contained more than 75,000
twin pairs born in the between 1870 and 2004. The
Danish Twin Registry is used as a source for studies
on the genetic influence on normal variation in clini-
cal parameters associated with the metabolic
syndrome and cardiovascular diseases, clinical
studies of specific diseases, and aging and age-
related health problems. The combination of survey
data, clinical data and linkage to national health-
related registers enables follow-up studies of both
the general twin population and twins from clinical
studies. This paper summarizes the newest exten-
sion of the register and gives examples of new
developments and phenotypes studied.

Established in 1954, the Danish Twin Registry (DTR)
is the oldest nationwide twin register in the world and
also the twin register with the largest coverage of
birth cohorts (Skytthe et al., 2002). At the end of
2005, more than 75,000 twin pairs born in the period
1870 to 2004 were included in the DTR.

The DTR serves as a basis for multidisciplinary
research and exploits a number of different study
designs. One major part of this research is founded on
interview-based surveys, primarily among the middle-
aged and elderly twins, along with biological samples
for genetic studies. Questionnaire-based surveys have
been conducted for younger and middle-aged twins
during the last 5 years. Furthermore, clinically and
biochemically orientated studies of subsamples of
twins have aimed at disentangling the genetics behind
the metabolic syndrome and related conditions, for
example, the GEMINAKAR project (Hansen et al.,
2004; Schousboe et al., 2003). Finally, increased uses
of national registers has led to a number of register-
based studies, where all twins alive in 1968 or later
have served as a base for studies on general and spe-
cific health conditions as well as comparative studies
of twins and singletons.

This article presents various examples of
research topics across a range of age groups, illus-
trating the diverse insight provided when utilizing
twin methodology.

New Cohorts Added to DTR
The DTR is updated regularly with new multiple
birth cohorts. The source is the national Medical
Birth Registry, where all births in Denmark are regis-
tered. Almost all births in Denmark take place in
hospitals or special birth clinics closely connected to
hospitals, and since 1996 birth characteristics are
recorded through the Danish National Register of
Patients. Both live-born and stillborn children are reg-
istered, and consequently the DTR includes both live-
and stillborn twins and triplets.

The youngest birth cohort presently included is
from 2004. Table 1 presents the distribution of multi-
ple births in the period 1983 to 2004. In the early
1980s the twin birth rate was the lowest ever
recorded in Denmark, with only about 1 in 100 births
a multiple birth (Figure 1). Since the late 1980s the
rate of multiple births has increased dramatically, pri-
marily due to the increased use of assisted
reproductive technology (in vitro fertilization [IVF],
hormone treatment, and so on), but recent studies
have also indicated an increase in the naturally con-
ceived twin birth rate in Denmark (Herskind et al.,
2005). The increase in twin birth rate is expected to
plateau, however, as single egg transfer during IVF
will become more common in the future than double
egg transfer. A similar trend is observed for the triplet
birth rate, which has decreased due to recommenda-
tion from the National Board of Health in 1997 to
transfer only two fertilized eggs instead of three.

National Twin Surveys
A key issue in twin studies is the assessment of the
zygosity of the twins. For birth cohorts up to 1982,
zygosity was assessed at the time of enrolment in the
twin registry by means of a questionnaire, where four
questions about the similarity between same-sexed
twins have been used to separate monozygotic (MZ)
and dizygotic (DZ) twins. Previous studies have shown
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that the zygosity is assigned correctly in about 95% of
all same-sexed twin pairs using the questionnaire
method (Christiansen et al., 2003; Hauge, 1981).

The identification and registration of twins of birth
cohorts from 1983 onwards have been done by
extracts from the Medical Birth Register. The 2003
twin survey conducted on the 1983–2000 birth
cohorts included the four similarity questions in order
to assess the zygosity of these younger twins. The
survey was divided into two parts; twins born before
1988 were approached directly (2582 twin pairs),
while the questionnaire was sent to the parents of
younger twins (12,277 twin pairs), meaning that the
similarity questions were answered primarily by the
twins in the oldest birth cohorts and solely by the
parents in the younger cohorts. The overall response

rate was 68%, and the result of the zygosity assess-
ment is shown in Table 2.

The 2003 twin survey also collected information for
a series of ongoing research projects with focus on inci-
dence of child conditions like asthma, febrile seizures,
epilepsies, and diabetes type I. In addition, the ques-
tionnaire contained an item about possible fertility
treatment in order to estimate the proportion of twins
in the register born of ‘natural’ twinning versus twins
resulting from infertility treatment procedures. A regis-
ter of initiated IVF and/or intracytoplasmic sperm
injection fertility treatment in Denmark was established
in 1994 (Pinborg et al., 2004), but use of these tech-
nologies was undertaken several years prior to this,
which can also be seen in the increased rate of twin
births. Furthermore, not every kind of fertility
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Table 1

Distribution of Multiple Births in Denmark 1983-2004

Birth cohorts FF FM MM Unknown Triplets and higher Total

1983–1987 939 822 1020 0 124 2905
1988–1992 1298 1210 1216 0 207 3931
1993–1997 1656 2097 1839 110 183 5885
1998–2002 1901 2499 2029 121 116 6666
2003–2004 846 1055 859 0 57 2817
1983–2004 6640 7683 6963 231 687 22,204

Note: Twin pairs with stillborn twins are included.

FF = female–female twins, FM = female–male twins, MM = male–male twins.
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Figure 1
Twin birth rate per 1000 births (left axis) and triplet birth rate per 10,000 births (right axis) in Denmark from 1980 to 2004.
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treatment is included in the registry. The 2003 twin
survey will make it possible to estimate the proportion
of twin births that have resulted from any kind of
assisted reproductive technology prior to 1994 (Figure
3). The proportion of twin births from fertility treat-
ment increased during the 1990s to almost 50% of all
twin births, in accordance with the increase in twin
birth rate shown in Figure 1.

Another twin survey, using the DTR, was con-
ducted in 2002 to address issues of health and
health-related behavior, fertility, socioeconomic char-
acteristics (e.g., education and occupation), and
subjective well-being. All twins born between 1931
and 1982 were surveyed, with 34,944 twins returning
completed questionnaires (a response rate of 75%).
The results from this survey have been used both as a
screening tool to identify subgroups of twins for more
detailed studies of specific diseases (e.g., club foot;
Engell et al., 2006) and for studies of cohorts of twins

(e.g., neck pain, Fejer et al., 2006; fertility and subjec-
tive well-being, Kohler et al., 2005).

Twin Studies on Aging
Over the last 10 years biological indicators and
genetic information have been added to our ongoing
longitudinal surveys among middle-aged and elderly
twins in order to get a better understanding of the pre-
dictors and determinants of healthy aging. Two
different strategies were set to collect biological indi-
cators in these studies. First, it was decided to collect a
few easily obtainable biological indicators from nearly
all participants in the surveys to be able to make valid
and statistically powerful tests of new findings from
other studies — in particular, genetic association
studies which comprise a research field that suffers
from many false positive findings due to multiple
testing in many small scale studies. Second, it was
decided to obtain more detailed biological indicators
from individuals who were identified through the
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Table 2
Zygosity Assessment Based on Four Similarity Questions — Twin Survey 2003

Birth cohorts MZ DZ–SS UZ–SS DZ–OS Triplets Total

1983–1987 369 (14.3) 673 (26.1) 770 (29.8) 767 (29.7) 3 (0.1) 2582
1988–2000 1400 (11.4) 3509 (28.6) 2865 (23.3) 4483 (36.5) 20 (0.2) 12,277
1983–2000 1769 (11.9) 4182 (28.1) 3635 (24.5) 5555 (35.3) 23 (0.2) 14,859

Note: Number of twin pairs with per cent of total in parentheses.MZ = monozygotic; DZ-SS = dizygotic, same-sexed; UZ-SS = unknown zygosity, same-sexed; DZ-OS = dizygotic,
opposite-sexed twins.
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Figure 2
Number of twin births as a result of type of infertility treatment. Based on Twin Survey 2003.
Note: ivf = IVF/ICSI treatment; horm = Hormonal treatment; oth = other treatment of infertility.
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survey as particularly informative for a given research
purpose, meaning that the survey was used as ‘a
screening instrument’ for follow-up ancillary studies.

The Longitudinal Study of Aging Danish Twins
(LSADT) is a longitudinal survey among Danish twins
aged 70 years and older (Christensen, McGue et al.,
2000). Every second year since 1995 twins have been
visited by interviewers who go through the basically
the same core questions and tests aimed at disentan-
gling the genetic and environmental contribution to
the physical and cognitive aging process. Although the
structure of the interviews has been the same at all
visits, a few new items have been added to the inter-
view at each wave.

Biological Material

In the 1997 LSADT, full blood samples were obtained
from a subset of 300 complete twin pairs, and in the
1999 LSADT survey, all nonproxy participants were
asked to provide a DNA sample by means of a finger
prick blood spot sample. The blood was stored on
filter paper (Christensen, 2000). The blood spot
sample was the preferred method of collecting DNA,
however, the participants could provide biological
material by using cheek brushes if they disliked a
finger prick. A total of 90% of the nonproxy partici-
pants provided a biological sample of which 91%
were blood spots. The same procedure was repeated in
all subsequent waves (2001, 2003 and 2005) in order
to study changes over time and to obtain more DNA.

The inclusion of blood spots/cheek brushes did not
affect the participation rates in a negative way.
Furthermore, more demanding measurements, such as
grip strength and pulmonary functioning, were also
included for the first time in 1999, still with no appar-
ent influence on the participation rate.

Age Dependent Gene Frequencies

A very large number of candidate genes have been
investigated for putative associations with human
aging and longevity (Christensen, Johnson, et al.,
2006). By combining the twin studies with parallel
studies of elderly and oldest-old using the same instru-
ments such as the longitudinal follow-up of the whole
Danish 1905 cohort from age 92 to 93, it has become
possible to study age-dependent gene frequency. The
inference from an observation from such cross-sec-
tional studies (e.g., that a fixed characteristic like a
gene variant is decreasing in frequency with age) is
dependent on a stable population with little migration
into or out of the population, that is, no population
stratification (Lewis & Brunner, 2004). There was
very little immigration in the cohorts older than 50 in
Denmark often making Denmark well-suited for such
cross-sectional age-dependency studies (also as a result
of better preserved linkage disequilibrium between
markers and putative causal mutations) compared to
immigrant countries like United States and Australia.

An example of this use of cross-sectional data was
a study of the gene for hereditary hemochromatosis,
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Proportion of twin births as result of infertility treatment. 
Note: Based on Twin Survey 2003.
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HFE. In northern European countries between 10 and
15% of the population are carriers of mutations in
HFE. Initial findings showed that in our twin popula-
tions with high carrier frequencies, mutations in HFE
showed an age-related reduction in the frequency of
heterozygosity for the most common mutation C282Y,
which suggested that carrier status is associated with
shorter life expectancy (Bathum et al., 2001).
However, enthusiasm was dampened by a large study
concluding that the clinical penetrance even for
homozygosity was less than 1% (Beutler et al., 2002).
New data have, however, challenged these findings
and suggested that the use of community genetic
screening to prevent HFE-associated hereditary
hemochromatosis is worthwhile (Delatycki et al.,
2005). The potential small effect of the heterozygous
state could still be considerable at the population level
due to the high frequency of the mutation in many
populations. The mutation is of special interest as
venesection is an effective prevention of the clinical
manifestations of the mutation.

X-Inactivation

Cross-sectional studies have shown that it is rare to
have a skewed distribution of X-inactivation among
younger females, while for females over the age of 60,
more than a third have a predominance of one of the
cell lines in their blood, and among centenarians the
majority of the females has a predominant cell line
(Christensen, Kristiansen, et al., 2000). The skewed
distribution in peripheral blood could be due to either
depletion of hematopoietic stem-cells followed by
random differentiation or selection processes based on
X-linked genetic factors.

It has been difficult to make animal experiments or
human observations that could test the random versus
selection hypotheses. The female twins, however, from
whom full blood was obtained in the LSADT survey,
provided an opportunity: If the often observed pre-
dominance of one of the two cell lines in peripheral
blood in elderly females was determined by a stochas-
tic process with no selection, one would expect little
or no correlation in the X-inactivation patterns
between two MZ co-twins. A selection process based
on X-linked genetic factors, on the other hand, would
create a tendency for the same cell line to become pre-
dominant in two MZ co-twins. The peripheral blood
cells from LSADT MZ female twins showed a strong
tendency for the same cell line to become predominant
in two co-twins which suggests that X-linked genetic
factors influence human hematopoietic stem-cell kinet-
ics and potentially the survival of the organism. The
fact that females have two cell lines with different
potentials could be one of the reasons why women live
longer than men in all countries on the globe
(Christensen, Kristiansen, et al., 2000).

Gene Expression

Microarray analyses in animal and humans of gene
expression and changes with age are still few but

many believe that a better understanding of gene
expression will lead to insight into the mechanisms of
aging. Three pairs of healthy 80+-year-old female MZ
and DZ twins (six pairs in total) were identified from
the LSADT study, and it was shown that even in this
age group on this small sample a substantial genetic
component to the variation in gene expression could
be detected (Tan et al., 2006).

A New Biological Indicator of Aging:
Perceived Age
In 2001 a new kind of phenotype was introduced to
the LSADT survey: physical appearance. Twins have
the quality of being of same biological age, but what
about their physical appearance: Do they look the
same age?

Modern medicine prefers ‘objective’ measures such
as an increasing number of physiological parameters
and increasingly sophisticated imaging tools.
However, when assessing health, physicians in many
countries traditionally still compare perceived and
chronological age and make a note of this in the
patient’s record. Among adults, ‘looking old for your
age’ is often interpreted as an indicator of poor health.
Hence in the medical clinic, perceived age is used as a
‘biomarker of aging’ but little validation of this bio-
marker has been performed. The sparse data available
on the relation between perceived age and survival
indicate an inverse association (Christensen et al.,
2004). It is not known whether ‘looking old for your
age’ is primarily a result of lifestyle and other environ-
mental factors or whether genetic factors play an
important role.

The 2001 LSADT survey was used to determine the
association between real age and perceived age and
genetic and environmental factors in perceived age. In
the study, 91% of cognitively intact participants agreed
to have their picture taken (digital camera, 0.6 meter
distance, neutral background, if possible). For a total of
387 same-sex twin pairs, high quality pictures of both
twins were obtained (Figure 4). Twenty female nurses
(aged 25–46) were engaged to estimate the twins’
ages. The mean of the nurses’ age estimates for each
twin was used as the twin’s perceived age, and the reli-
ability of the mean age rating was .94. The
correlation between real age and perceived age was
.4, while the correlation between the nurses’ esti-
mates for MZ twins (r ≈ .6, p < .01) was about twice
the correlation for DZ twins (r ≈ .3, p < .01). This
indicates an effect of additive genetic factors influ-
encing perceived age. Biometrical models confirmed
that the twin similarity is best explained by a model
including additive genetic factors and nonfamily
environment, and that the heritability (i.e., the pro-
portion of the variance explained by genetic factors)
of perceived age is about 60%, with no sex or age
differences.

By January 2003, nearly 2 years after the pictures
were taken, one of the pictured twins in 49 pairs had
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died. Among these 49 pairs, the longer-surviving
twin was rated as looking younger on average than
his or her co-twin (mean of 1.15 years, SD = 3.63,
t = 2.22 on 48 df, p < .02). This significant differ-
ence, however, owed entirely to those twin pairs
who were perceived to be discrepant in age. A
follow-up study of 5 years survival is currently
being carried out (currently also using people of dif-
ferent age, gender, and education to estimate the
age), and the preliminary analyses strongly support
the initial findings.

The determinants of perceived age have also been
studied using pictures of twins from both intact and
broken twin pairs, and it was shown that factors like
smoking, socioeconomic status, body mass index,
marital status and depression-symptomatology all
affect perceived age in the expected direction
(Rexbye et al., 2006). Follow-up pictures were taken
in 2003 and 2005, and, in addition, high-quality pic-
tures of 100 selected pairs including facial imprint of
the facial structure have been made. These studies
have been performed to shed light on which immedi-
ate and distant factors are the basis for perceived age
and its association with health and survival.

Baldness

In the 2001 LSDAT survey, digital photos of the
vertex area of 739 elderly male twins, including 148
intact twin pairs, were obtained. These pictures
were used to estimate the heritability of baldness
among elderly men and to investigate if it correlates
with perceived age.

Baldness (androgenetic alopecia) is the most
common type of hair loss in men, and it has been
established for younger men through studies on
Australian twins that there is a strong genetic com-

ponent to baldness (Nyholt et al., 2003); other
studies have shown that it is associated with a
higher perceived age among younger men.

At first glance the phenotype may not seem par-
ticularly important to study but hair is an important
part of a person’s physical appearance. The present
cultural emphasis on youthful appearance has
further strengthened the value of abundant hair.
This emphasis is most likely why most men experi-
ence hair loss as a moderately stressful process,
causing loss of self-esteem and impaired quality of
life (Cash, 1992).

Five female nurses assessed the degree of bald-
ness in each twin using a standardized instrument,
where a vertex photo of each male twin was shown
together with a scale of five categories. In addition,
the scale included a category for nonclassifiable
(‘Don’t know’) if the nurse was in doubt (Figure 5).
The intrapair correlation of degree of balding was
consistently higher for MZ than for DZ twin pairs
regardless of the baldness categorization used, and
structural equation analysis revealed a heritability
of 79% (95% confidence intervals, 0.40-0.85) for
the mean baldness index. The remaining variation
could be attributed to nonshared environmental
effects. There was only a very weak and statistically
nonsignificant association between baldness and
overestimation of age. The study concluded that the
majority of the variation in baldness in elderly men
— like in young men — could be explained by
genetic factors, but also that hair quantity, contrary
to the findings in young men, had little impact on
perceived age in elderly men (Rexbye et al., 2005).
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Figure 4
A monozygotic twin pair aged 71 years. Perceived age was 76.7 years (left twin with moustache) and 80.9 years (right twin).
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Register-Based Studies — New Possibilities
and Future Plans
From an epidemiological viewpoint, Denmark is
blessed with the unique personal identification
number (PIN), which has been assigned to all Danish
residents since April 2, 1968, and is managed by the
Danish Civil Registration System. The PIN is used
almost every time a person interacts with authorities,
for example tax payments, social benefits, health care
system, and the educational system. Thus it is possible
to access research data at the individual level. For
many years it has been possible to link individuals to a
number of registers with information about diseases,
maintained by private organisations (e.g. the Danish
Cancer Registry) or by official authorities (e.g., the
National Register of Patients, Medical Birth Register),
and a number of studies have emerged utilizing these
possibilities (e.g., Hansen et al., 2005; Larsen et al.,
2003, 2004; Tveskov et al., 2005). During the last 5
years a new field has been added, since the national
statistical bureau of Denmark, Statistics Denmark, has
presented the possibility to link external data with the
internal registers held by Statistics Denmark at the
individual level.

The DTR has initiated a series of research projects
utilizing this new possibility at the intersection of fertil-
ity, socioeconomic factors, and genetics. As the first
step a dataset, which combines a number of variables
from various registers, has been created for the core
population of twins and a 5% sample of the general
population born between 1880 and 2000. The dataset

includes variables from the labor market database, edu-
cational attainment, tax-orientated income statistics,
social statistics, housing register, national hospital dis-
charge register, demographic database, and the national
civil registration system. Furthermore zygosity informa-
tion from the DTR has been added for the twins.

The combined dataset with both the twins and the
5% sample of the total population provides a unique
opportunity to test the often-debated question to
what extent twins can be considered similar to sin-
gletons (Christensen, Petersen, et al., 2006). One of
the first applications of the created dataset has been
to investigate whether twins have a similar school
performance in adolescence as singletons for the
birth cohorts 1986–1988. Since 2001, information
about school performance in the 9th grade (corre-
sponding to the age 15–16 years) has been available
in Statistics Denmark. In addition, birthweight could
be obtained from the demographic database together
with information about the educational status of the
parents. The study sample comprised 3711 twins and
7796 singletons. Within the group of twins and
among singletons a weak but significantly positive
association between birthweight and school perfor-
mance was found, in accordance with results from
other population studies (Matte et al., 2001).
However, despite a difference in birthweight of 900
grams between singletons and twins, the twins
(M = 8.02, SD = 1.05) performed equally well as the
singletons (M = 8.02, SD = 1.06), and the similarity
persisted even after controlling for birthweight, ges-
tational age at birth, age at test as well as parental
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Figure 5
Screen for evaluating baldness.
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age and education. This finding indicates that being a
twin does not imply a cognitive disadvantage in
recent Danish cohorts, contrary to results from older
cohorts (Deary et al., 2005; Ronalds et al., 2005).

The possibility to link external data with internal
databases in Statistics Denmark provides a unique
opportunity to overcome some of the weaknesses in
interview and questionnaire-based surveys. Although
the willingness of twins to participate in such surveys
is great, the nonparticipants (typically between 15 and
35%) are not a random sample of the population
under study. Especially among the elderly the sick and
most disabled tend to refuse participation, and hence
the validity of the studies are challenged. By linking
information obtained from surveys to the registers in
Statistics Denmark it becomes possible to compare the
participants with the nonparticipants and to correct
for this in the analyses and in the interpretation of the
survey results. In addition, the reliability of certain
kinds of information may increase by using the regis-
ter information, especially information that requires a
good memory about hospitalization, diagnoses and
medication, a challenge to elderly people.
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